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By T. i \·. l'lL\ 'l'T
Presiclent uJ Culml'cl '1\ •arli e rs'
St:1tc Asso(' i:1tinn of Tr-xas

The teachei·,; of 'fe.·,1. · urc giwn an opportunity t o clerm,n ·t rn 1e tlwi.r leade~·ship
as never before. 'fht 11i·esen t educational
cr i:i calls fo r the best in the profession.
There ar e well organized for ces against the
present educational program in t his. state
anrl in this country. Courage and wisdom
must find a way.
P r osperity will not cume by wishing.
United efforts alone, supported by every
member of t he profe. sion, will win. P eople possessed with common ideals and urged by common purposes may hope to wield
a str ong influence in the distu rbed movements of today.
The r ebuilding of the broken economic
frame-work of civilization will present new
value . Some people may do withont th e
necessities of life and some may reduce
their wants, but the great American ideal
school system must be preserved unimpaired by the four thousand school teachers in
Texas.
Things to Remember
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that has been done by
ttion has brought

to it a growing self-resp
tiYe leadership furnished
and women, who have manag
ha attracted the attention of
communities and cities alike.
2. Teachers' organizations, ju
ers, have awakened to the idea
is strength and power in orga
certed effort. As proof of thi
years ago, more than hvo thousa
ers subscribed as members during
This splendid record ceased and
r e-established.
\
3. There are teachers in Texas who
not cashed a warrant in many mon
They are borrowing from banks, loa
sharks, or residing with relatives.
All teachers should n m to join this association in view of the statement in the report made by the last state superintendent
to t he effect, if funds are not found by
some measure, the 1933-1934 apportionment \\·ould be r educed to $11.00 or $12.00.
4. There is need for full support of the
rural teacher, city, and college teacher in
this crisis in order that the association
might function well.
Those teachers who do n ot and will not
join the association, after knowing of_ its
prorrram of benefits, may not be consc10us
of t he fact that they are aiding short
school terms, cuts in salaries and reduced
apportionment. They should not desire
this to be done.
5. Since our schools are in financial
n eeds, it is hoped that the legislature will
enact such tax laws as will adequately provide $17.50 for each child in the state;
th us making sure the payment of teachers'
warrants and that the law may be amend- "
cd so th~t all warrants may bear interest '
fr om the date of issuance to the date o
payment.
6. The legislature is in session
Many bills have been proposed and
are being framed that deal with
pha ·e of school life, both college a
lie. As teachers, you must no
concerned, but you should be
informed to furnish facts
schools to your city and co
Now is the time that teach
the '' high-ways and byevery boy and girl bet
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and 18 and induce them to enter school.
Facts stand for themselves.
7. The legislature will act on two very
vital questions that will concern each teacher : changing the age and revising the certificate law.
'fhe admittance of the six year old childr en has meant much to the colored children. 'l'ry to keep the law. A new certificate law might mean a reduction of the
teaching force. At any rate, the teachers
should not be called upon to carry so much
of the school burden.
8. The crime wave, delinquency, business
failures, liquor violations, broken home life
and many other undesirable conditions in
our civilization are charged, to the presentday education. The schools do not accept
the responsibility for alleviating all the
ills of life, but they do cheerfully give
themselves whole-heartedly to the task of
honest service to the youth of the land.
To more scientifically perform this service, the big program of the association this
year, will be the study of negro education
in every phase.
9. The schools are great character building stations. Next to the home, the teachers have the privilege of shaping the
courses of the youth. The teachers are
wisely performing this service.
10. Health week comes in April this year.
Health is one of the seven cardinal principles of education. Begin your program,
organize your school, and your community
into clubs, so that the children may clean
the homes and the school premises.
11. Establish the custom of beautifying
each home, regardless of its size and character. Plant flowers and shrubbery.
12, Dr. Carter G. Woodson has just
made a visit to Texas to aid our committee
to thoroughly begin the observance of the
study of Negro History. That his visit
may benefit Texas, why not gather facts of
the necessity for this knowledge for our
pupils. Go before the local school authorities and request the right to place material of Negro achievements in our
schools.
Our slogan : 4000 Teachers for 1933.
Time to enroll: March, April, May.
Which Communities will lead 1
Rural teachers, City teachers, College
teachers-RUSH.
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THE REVELATION OF A NEGRO
PUBLIC SCHOOL
For the last few decades, public school
education in America has come in for a
substantial portion of tlie consideration devoted to our general welfare ; and this interest has gr own to t he point that at the
present time appropriations for public
schools now r epresent one of our largest
expenditures. Texas, for example, might
be considered an interesting instant in
point. F or the past school year this state
alone spent $60,000,000 for education, and
of that amount $45,000,000 went for public
school education.
But public schools for Negroes in this
section should particularly engage the attention of the educationally minded, not
merely because of the handicaps encountered in the form of insufficient appropriations and inadequate faciliti es, but more,
perhaps, because of the remarkably successful manner in which these disadvantages are being overcome, while the work of
the Negro public schools moves forward at
a merry pace. We are therefore concerning ourselves with a series of presentations,
touching a few of the '' high spots'' of the
Negro public schools in the Southwest. W e
have chosen for this month the work of the
Julia C. Frazier School of Dallas, Texas.
In 1928 the school board of Dallas decided to give to the Negroes of Southeast
Dallas a primary school; and it was accordingly built and named in honor of :Miss
J . C. Frazier, who had recently died, after
having given the greater portion of her active life t o public schools of Dallas, and
who was r egarded as one of ou r foremost
public school educators among our group
in Texas. The school was form ally presented to the Negro citizenry by the president of the school board in October, 1930.
It was opened under the principalship
of Prof. T. W. Pratt, himself a veteran
educator. He graduated at Fisk University in 1900, and went directly to the Ross
High School of Greenville, Texas, but later
accepted a position at Prairie View College where he taught mathematics and social science. In fact, the department of
soeial science at Prairie View was organized under his direction. In 1920 he went
to the Booker 'l'. Washington High School
of Dallas, where he taught for six years,
after which he was elected principal of
the Pacific Avenue School, which he served
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for three years. Two years ago he organized the work of the Julia C. Frazier
School.
His experience and contact in the fraternal and religious field has tended to
more fully round out his preparation and
ability to carry forward a program that
is commanding acknowledgment as a forward movement in the primary branch of
the Negro public school education in this
section. He has served as lecturer and
otherwise officially connected with some of
the leading fraternal organizations of the
State fo r many years. He is perhaps the
most outstanding Negro layman in the
Christian Church of the State. He has
been president of the State Sunday School
Convention for several years, and in 1925
was elected president of the National Sunday School Convention, at Louisville, Ky.;
and in 1927 was elected delegate to the
'N"orl d Sunday School Congress at Los
Angeles, and at t he last convention was
again elected delegate to the World Congress to be held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The space alloted for this article will not
permit a detailed discussion of the working
of the various departments of the Julia C.
Frazier Schools. However, in order to approach any just appraisal of the work,
brief mention of some of these activities
cannot be escaped.
In the history and civil depart ment, for
example, an interesting book is being prepared, called " Our City, Dallas. " In this
book all information pertaining to the City
of Dallas is r ecorded by the students.
Clippings fr om the daily papers, information from the Chamber of Commerce and
other civic organizations and information
that could not be otherwise obtained, are
gathered and compiled from early settlers.
These bits of information are used as material for discussion in the various classes
of the department.
In the reading classes emphasis is placed
on r eading outside the class-room. The
students are encouraged to select and form
intimate impressions of the individual authors. The motto is : '' Read well, because
it is essential to read well.'' And spelling
is one of the strong p oints of this school.
Last year the fifth and seventh grades
won cups for first place in spelling contest
that was conducted throughout the Dallas
Negro school system.
In the musical department, aside from
stressin g the prescribed public school music
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chorus singing is emphasized. One of the
most popular organizations of the school is
the Julia C. Frazier Chorus. '' Our aim,''
said Miss E. E. Terrell, the music teacher,
'' is to be really musical, and to feel the
benefit of music's influence.''
The Auditorium, which might be considered the center of extra curricula activities,
is utilized to the greatest possible advantage. Here, through the medium of lectures, discussions, pictures and other influences, the school seeks to establish initiative, self-reliance and other inate qualities
essential to individual success and group cooperation. Here, they are also taught to
observe and appreciate the special days of
significance in -o ur group and national
life. They are also taught to appreciate
the beauties of Nature. First, they are afforded a light, airy and altogether pleasing atmosphere. In the art room are to be
found pictures and other art work from
the hands of famous artists. Then there
are charts of natural colors and race charts
of leading men and women of the group.
Here they are usually entertained by special speakers. It also serves as: a center in
which are organized and conducted their
clubs, holiday parties, picnics, hikes, etc.
All these activities are regarded as fundamentally a part of their primary training.
The influence of the school on the immediate community, and the interest and cooperation of the community with the working program of the school represent important factors in the work that is being
done throughout the school.
For the present school term there is an
enrollment of 741 pupils, with a staff of
eighteen teachers.
The Parent-Teacher Club of the Julia C.
Frazier School, although the youngest, is
said to be the strongest of any of the Negro
schools of Dallas, and perhaps one of the
strongest of any of the primary schools in
the larger cities of the State. From one to
two hundred parents can be found in attendance at any of the meetings. Aside
from the work, having to do with co-operation between the home and the school
there have been organized and are now
functioning, two clubs for the purpose of
carrying forward definite work for charity and civic betterment. One is named
The Consolation Charity Club, for the
work of dispensing t o the needy of the immediate community; the other, Better
Home and Garden Club. Its work of stim-
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ulating the beautifying of the home and
premises, and the cultivation of gardens,
is being carried forward enthusiasticallv,
according to the report of the secretary. •
In the execution. of the present program
at the Julia C. Frazier School, Prof. T. W.
Pratt is definitely establishing himself as
one of the outstanding leaders in Negro
public school education in the Southwest.
In 1911 he married Miss Ella M:. Rice,
who was then a music teacher in the Dallas
High School, being an accomplished musician, having received her musical training
at Boston Conservatory of Music. They
are parents of two children, T. W. Pratt,
Jr. , now an under-graduate at Fisk University, and a daughter, Theresa M:ae Pratt
a student at Jarvis College.

MINUTES OF THE COLORED TEACHERS' STATE ASSOCIATION
OF TEXAS
November 24-26, 1932
Mount Gilead Baptist Church
Ft. Worth, 1'exas, Nov. 24, 1932.
Rounding out 48 years of effort to a
common cause, a large delegation of Texas
educators are in attendance here this morning for the opening session of the 48th annual meeting of the Color ed Teachers'
State Association of Texas.
Educational problems vitally concerning
the hall of the gr eat university and the
little red schoolhouse wer e thrashed out
when the near half century old organization got under way.
The general sessions were held at M:t.
Gilead Baptist Church, Mt. Pisgah Baptist
Church, Mt. Zion Baptist Church and the
I. M. Terrell High School. Also the exhibits were displayed at that school. The
exhibits of the I. M. Terrell High School
were assembled in one r oom- each department displayed the workmanship of students which showed t hat the instructors of
that school are trying to instill principles
of practical training. In a separate room
the first grade teachers of Dallas had on
display a very interesting exhibit, under
the direction of Miss Jimmie E. Tyler, supervisor of elementary schools of Dallas.
Exhibits of other grades were displayed at
the E ighteenth Street School.
The almost fixed custom of holding the
annual musical on the second night of the
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convention was changed over this ~·rar to
the -Where is the rest 1 1 1 Y
Following is a Report of t he Proceedings
of the Convention by Sessions:
FIRST SESSION
The Colored Teachers State Association
of Texas in its 48th annual session assembled in the Mt. Gilead Baptist Church auditorium at 10 :15 A. l\'L , Thankso-ivin"
morning with Principal H. T. Wise of
Sagamore School of Ft. Worth, pre iding.
1'he Negro National Anthem opened the
meetin g, followed by the invocation. '' A
Call to Thanksgiving and Worship," was
the subject of a message delivered by Rev.
T. S. Boone, pastor of Mt. GiJeud Baptist
Church, Ft. Worth. '' God has endowed
us all with the same number of brain cells
and the only differ ence between man and
child is the fact that the cell of the child
are empty," t he speaker declared.
A mixed chorus from I. l\L 1'errell High
School sang " Praise t he Lord, 0 J erusalem.," and the Hon. ,vm. McDonald
brought greetings in behalf of the business
and professional men, while Mrs. L. l\L
J ohnson spoke in behalf of the Federated
Women 's Clnb, Attorney R. E. Rauer , in
behalf of the City of F t. Worth, and Miss
Hazel B. H arvey, in behalf of Ft. W orth
schools. To the several addresse of welcome, W. L. Davis of H ouston r e. ponded.
A. W. Jackson then introduced the president, A. W. McDonald, who delivered the
President's Annual l\Iessage, a full text of
which is carried in this issue of the Texas
standard.
Speaking on primary education, Miss
Ima Kuykendall, was next introduced.
The convention had been in ses. ion almost two hours at this stage of the p rogram and as one of the keynote speeches
of the meeting had not been delivered, Rev.
F. Rivers Barnwell had the body to stand
and ing "We are Climbing Jacob's Ladder ,'' in order to reiieve cramped mu cles.
Executive Secretary R. T. Tatum then
introduced Dr. Ambrose Caliver, Department of Education, W ashington, D. C., who
delivered one of the keynote speeches of
the convention. ( See address) .
The report of the officers of the association was next in order and Mrs. Ellie
Alma Walls Montgomery took the floor to
inform the body of its financial standing.
(Cont inued on Page 7)
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WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE
HUMBLE TEACHER?
E'y R. T. TATUM

A change in the economic status of millions of our citizens has materially affect ed
the educational status and the cultural develoment of our Youth. It behooves the
parent, the tax-p~yer, and the teacher of
t he hope of Amer·ica-the youth of todayto seriously conside1· " ·hether we shall
ali gn ourselves with the forces that are determined to sponsor all movements that
will result in such a degree of retrenchment
of appropriatious for our schools and colleges as will force the p ossible degree of
good to be accompli sbed to be r educed t o
a point of discouragement to the friends of
education or ,rhet ber we shall vailantly oppose the ,Yanton onslaughts upon the vital
and most essential of the duties of the
state, the educa tion of it youth.
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Mer e theory will not suffice in this crucial period in the hope of retaining the high
grounds upon which our educational institutions have long labored to attain. It is
quite obvious that facts must be produced
wherein a justification can be given for
the expendjtme of tax funds for the education of our future citizens.
The achieYement of the educator as to
the outcomes of his labor cannot be measured in the concr ete. The man who receives wages for digging a ditch is usually
paid by the yard or some such lineal unit
of measurement; the carpenter is paid by
the job or by the square if shingling a roof;
the skilled automobile mechanic is paid for
r epairing visible machinery whose function can be easily test ed as to the r esults
emanating from the labor of the mechanic,
but the desirable outcomes from the efforts
of the humble teacher cannot be so well
measnred by the concrete nnit of measure .
H e must be content to await in some measure the results of his efforts to determine
whether it be the product of trial and
error. The shifting standa rds of what
r eally are the desirable outcomes of an education also put the teacher in a state of
quandary. 'l'hat which was the standard
or the desirable a decade ago will not meet
the demands of this age in many instances.
The philosophy of education of both the
laity and the teacher has undergone a
change. The locality, the economic status
of the locality, as well as the traditions of
the p eople of a section or community, tend
to greatly influence the outcomes of the
efforts of our schools.
If a pupil does not acquire skill in the
chemical or physical laboratory or if he is
not adept in the solution of intricate
mathematical problems, it does not argue
that the individual has not been materially
helped and in some cases really salvaged
from the heap pile of human rubbish. Who
can counterfeit the cultural training of a
genuine type of well meaning and right
living man, even though he is not an encycloped ia of information for the factual
,rnrld Y Many a pupil has not learned the
facts of difficult sciences nor become skillful in the translation of difficult passages
in a langnage other than that of his mother
tongue, but he has acquired and bas had
the strength of cha ra cter to control self
and deal justly with bis fellowmen. In
many cases such a valuable possession has
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been acquired from the efforts of some
humble teacher.
Who can concretely measure or justly
estimate the worth of a teacher indeed 1
Before the mighty and influential statesman , H erbert H oover , even dreamed of
the White H ouse, an humble teacher taught
him the principles of just ice and hope
as an instrument in the world of achievement. Pulpiteers of national fame, jmists
of note, and the financiers of big business
have in numerous cases been directed to
the road of success by a teacher whose
name is unhonored and unsung.

state are co-operatin g with Professor Pratt
in t he exhaustive study that is being made.
Statistical information will be presented to
t he public in the next anuual meetin i:r of
the Co loi·ed 'l'cachr l's' State Association of
Texas.
Dean V. E. Daniel, of Wiley College,
Mar. hall, will be the prin cipal spea ker at
the Jefferson County Inst itute for Teachers which will be heid in Bea umont, April
21-22, 1933.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE FIELD

(Co ntinu ed ;f rom Page 5 )

J. T. F ox, the first Dean of Houston
Colored Junior College, Houston, 'l'exas,
died during the Thanksgiving holiday
week.
W. L. D. Johnson, Sr., principal of
Blackshear Elementary School, Houston,
has been appointed acting Dean of Houston Color ed Junior College.
J erry Southwell, who was the principal
of the Willis Hi gh School for many years,
died r ecently.
Professor Richards, principal of the
H empstead High School for many years,
died recently.
W. R. Banks, principal of Prairie View
State College, is r esponsible for a very interesting and instructive educationa l conference which met in Prairie View during
the month of March.
Harry P. Clark, a native Texan and a
graduate of Bishop College, has been conferred the degree of 1\faster of Arts by
Columbia University. H e is now Dean of
Leland College, Baker, Louisiana. Information ha s been received to the effect th at
he has begun work towards the Ph.D- degree.
Mrs. Emma Henderson-Wallace has been
elected principal of t he 1\'Ioton High School
at Orange, 'l'exas. M:rs. Wallace is a teacher of much experience. She succeeds W.
M. Caldwell for the session of 1933-l!J34.
Charles S. Johnson, Department of Socia l Sciences, Fisk °GH iYersity, is doing
some Yaluable r esear ch work upon the
achieYements of the Negro coll ege graduate.
'l'. W. Pratt, president of the Colored
Teachers' State Association of 'l'exas, has
projected the plan of studyin g carefully
the "Status of Education of the Texas Negro. '' Several outstanding teachers of the

Before r eadin g the financial statement 1\'Irs.
Montgomery thanked the teachers for having elected her six consecutive times to the
office over which she now presides.
An issue was raised in the secretarytreasurer 's report involving a bank balance
to the credit of the association. The specific case being a balance carried as an asset in a defunct bank at Palestine, Texas,
which failed several years ago. It was
pointed out that the executive committee
had instructed the writing off of that balance ·a nd charging it to "bank failure ,"
last year. It was further explained that
every time the Palestine case is brought up
on the floor, many of the teachers are
under the impression that another bank has
failed.
After the secretary-treasurer had finished reading the statement a motion to refer
it to the proper commi ttee was opposed by
J. J. Burnett. "Where is that committ ee 1" he r epeatedly asked. The chairman
explained that the executive was the proper committee and the motion as made was
carried. The morning sess ion ended at 2
P . M., and the chairman announced that
the evening session which would convene
at 4 o'clock would be held at I. 1\'I. 'l'errell
High School.

MINUTES OF THE COLORED TEACHERS' STATE ASSOCIATION
OF TEXAS

SECOND GENERAL SESSION
I. M:. TERRELL HIGH SCHOOL
4 P. 1\1.
The first business to be taken up at thi.
session was the r eport of the executive secretary which was carried over from the
morning session. The Executive Secretary
told of the effort that has been made to
improve the '' Texas Standard,'' official
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organ of the associat ion, and the efficient
manner he has handled the correspondence
of his office. Mr. 'l'atum was literally
swamped with a barra"'e of questions immediatelv after completing his r eport. The
"Texas 'standard" and salaries paid the
officers were the chief issues, despite the
fact that the Executive Secretary pointed
out that the'' Texas Standard'' cost $128.00
less this year for three issues than for the
:ame number last year. And that no traveling expense had· been charged to the association.
The aud itor was now on the floor and
stated that according to his findings the
proper receipt of money and t!ie proper
expenditnre of the same were m perfect
accord, and that the money had been spent
"according to the records as revealed here,
whether you think it justifiable or not."
ELE CTIO OF OFFICERS
The Con titution of the Colored Teachers
State Association of Texas provides that
durin"' the first day's session of the convention the election of officers for the ensuing year be held.
When the chairman announced the house
ready for the nomination of officers, it
was moved that the nominating speeches
be limited to four minutes. And on a substitute motion J . B. Richey r ecommended
the time be limited to brn minutes and the
eeonding speeches to the same lim.i~. ~he
ori n·inal motion carried. 'l'he nommat10n
wa: delayed about five minutes while the
chairman seate::J. W. L. Davi. and H. B.
Pemberton, Sr., who were standing in the
rear of the convention ball.
F or the office of president, 'l'. W. Pratt,
of Dallas; T. B. Mitchell, K endleton; and
B. R. Smith, Crockett. Smith withdrew
leavin"' in the race for president T. W.
Pratt 0 and T. B. Mitchell.
Vice presidents nominated were as follows :
First Vice-Mrs. L. B. Jones Horace,
Mrs. E. S. Kinnard.
Second Vice-W. J. Smith.
'l'hird Vice-R. A. Atkinson, 0. C. Askew.
Fourth Vice---1\'.Irs. E. S. Tears, A. D.
Sheffield.
Fifth Vice-S. l\'.I. Phillips.
Sixth Vice-J. H. Allen, J. A. B. Strain.
Executive Committee-H. T. Davis, W.
L. D. Johnson, H. T. Wise, 0. J. Thomas,
L. iVI. Johnson, J. D. Ryan, L. B. Cash.
In the race for executive committeeman
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L. lVL Johnson withdrew, leaving six other
nominees to fill the tw:> vacancies on the
executive committee.
The r esults of the election after the balloting which lasted until Friday night,
were::
T. W. Pratt, President
Mrs. L. B. Jones Horace, 1st vice
W. J. Smith, 2nd vice
R. A. Atkinson, 3rd vice
A. D. Sheffield, 4th vice
S. M. Phillips, 5th vice
J. A. B. Strain, 6th vice.
J. D. Ryan and H. 1'. Wise were the
winners in the race for executive committeemen.
Mrs. Ellie Alma Walls Montgomery, secretary-treasurer; Miss C. M. Mayfield, assistant secretary; and Miss Marie Wiley,
departmental secretary were elected by acclimation.
J . W. Towns, Miss Hazel D. Harvey and
R. T. Tatum were appointed tellers.

THIRD GENERAL SESSION
MT. GILEAD BAPTIST CHURCH
8:15 P. M.
This entire session was given over to
the Annual Musical which has become traditional with the convention. Mrs. E.
Champ Gordon, president of the Texas Association of regro Musicians, presided.
Some of the musical talent in the state
took part on this program, representing
Wiley College, Bishop College, 1'illotson
College, Jarvis Christian College, Miss
Grace T. Robinson, E. L. Wheeler, and
Miss Mildred Portis.
FOURTH GENERAL SESSION
MT. PISGAH BAPTIS'l' CHURCH
9:45 A. M:.
Principal W.R. Banks presided over this
session and after the singing of '' Steal
Away," Dr. H. Y. Benedict was introduced
and . poke briefly.
'' I have not bad experience with colored
people. However, I was reared and trained in the So uth. When I think of the
South I think of that fierce struggle between the North and South; and I never
like to think of the Civil War. When your
president invited me to speak before this
body, I began to think of some good that
I had done the colored people; and I could
not think of anything I have ever done,
and so far as I know, I have never done
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harm,'' declared the speaker. '' Any
knowledge that I might have of your race
is purely theoretical; but I do know that
you have produced two famous artists.
But your greatest contribution to American life has been your contribution to
music.''
The Ambassadors, a musical club from
the Booker T. Washington High School,
directed by A. S. Jackson, Jr., sang two
numbers, featuring Lorine Brown in
"Without a Song"; and Clarence Henderson in "Old Man River."
The '' New Farmers of 'l'exas, '' a band
composed of boys dressed in the conventional farmer garb from Sunnyside, Texas,
directed by W. M. Davis, struck up lively
airs at intervals throughout the morning
session.
Dr. John Hope, president of Atlanta
University, Atlanta, Ga., and a keynote
speaker of the convention addressed this
session.
In words of fatherly kindness, Dr. Hope
outlined what he termed a marvelous
growth of the Negro since 1865.
'' When I come before a group of teachers, especially colored teachers, I am greatly amazed and a feeling of emotion comes
over me. This feeling comes over me because I am from a state, born in that state,
reared in that state and now live in that
state where, until four or five years before
my birth, it was a crime for a Negro to
learn how to read or to teach him how to
read. When I think of 65 years or more
of my lifetime, within that short space
this marvelous, this remarkable development that has taken place, it amazes me
and humbles me. We have traveled far
since 1865. I often hear the remark that
955 per cent of the Negroes are no account,
and I often wonder how can the accuser
know that it is exactly 95 instead of 94
per cent.
"As Negro teachers our job is different
from that of the white teacher, and yet we
are teaching the same textbook our situation is different. You know what the
state requires of you as teachers; but what
is your job as teachers of Negro boys and
girls 1 Every Negro child should have every
opportunity that any other child in this
country has. And if I did not believe that
I would have never given up my job, with
my gray hair, and taken up the job that
is mine now.
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"There are certain respects and policies
that Negro children have that other children have; and certain respects and policies
which Negro children have that no other
children in this country have. Some of
our little kids already have an idea of this
thing we call a race problem. How are
you going to teach them about it 1 Dr.
Hope charged that Negroes were woefully
liking in measuring up to their political
responsibility as citizens in the South.
"You pay your poll taxes every year,
but do not register and do not try to vote.
Texas is better politically than my own
state. You can O'O over some states of the
South and ask the students in high school
what is the name of the governor of your
state or the congressman, and none of them
knows; of course, that may be a reflection
on the congressman.
'' It is a fact that a whole generation of
educated Negro men and women knows
particularly nothing about the political responsibility that ought to come to a citizen. Then we must teach Negro history so
that these children will know who they
are. They must know that there are certain limitations to their vocational aspirations. But how are you going to tell
them 1 It is something I cannot answer.
My oldest boy told me he wanted to be an
engineer-a locomotive engineer. A week
or so after that I asked him what he wanted
to be, and he said, 'you know what I want
to be, but I can't.' The only group in the
United States that tells itself it cannot be
a locomotive engineer; or it cannot be this,
it cannot be the other.
'' How are we going to work on our boys
and girls so in spite of these embarrassments they will get their share of these
vocations. No need saying we would do if
we had money; we are never going to have
money until we do these things.
"With white men taking some of our
jobs and white women taking jobs from
white men, Negroes need no longer assume
that any job is a Negro's job. Men and
women what are we going to do to keep
this great people great Y I will tell you
what you teachers can do: You can warn
your boys and girls that they do not have
to have a stiff collar job because they have
an education.
'' In conclusion I make no definite recommendations except this: Don't let your
children think they are better than anybody else. I never taught my sons that
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they ,\·ere better than anybody, but I have
r eser ved the r ight to teach them t hat they
are as good as anyb::idy else. ''
lVIiss Viola Washington gave a kindergarten demonstrati on afte r which telegrams were read from Dr. M. W . Dogan,
L. C. And erson and S. W. Houston. 'rhe
executive secretary was authorized to answer the telegrams.
At the San Antonio meeting L. M. Johnson gave n otice of an amendment to the
constitution of the associati on, but clue to
hi. ab ence at the Beaumont meeting the
matter did not c ,me up . 'l'his amendment
at the Ft. W orth meeting loomed up to be
the bitterest fo ught issue coming on the
floor sii1ce the adoption of the Constitution.
'rhe c•:mtest started in the Sunday
Schcol r oom of Mt. Pisgah Baptist chur ch
where the morning session was being held,
but as it waxed warm and drew more spectators and participants, the body moved
from the Sunday School room into the
main auditorium.
After a discussi on that laste:1 until time
for adjournment the motion to adopt the
amendment was tabled. It came up in a
later session only to meet the same fate.

AMENDMENT
The Constitution shall be so amended
that, the Executive Committee shall consist of the present number of committeemen elected from ten sub-divisions of the
state based upon the thirty-one senatorial
districts giving each such sub-divisions
only one committeeman.
These ten sub-divisions shall be derived
by cambining the thirty-one senatorial districts in the follm,ing manner :
This amendment shall go into eff ect at
the annual meeting of this body in the
year 1933.
(Signed) L. M. Johnson.

DIVISION I
Congressional Districts 1-2
1. Bowie, Marion , Cass, Morris.
2. Harrison, Gregg, Rush, Panola,
Shelby.

DIVISION II
Congressional Districts 3-4-5

3. Cherokee, Nacogdoches, San Augustine, Angelina, Sabine, Newton, Tyler, Jasper.
4. Orange, Jefferson , Hardin, Liberty.
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5. Grimes, Montgomery, Trinity, Houston, Leon, Polk, Madison, Walker,
San Jacinto.

DIVISION DI
Congressfonal Districts 6-7 -8
6. Navarro, H enderson, Anderson, Freestone, Kaufman.
7. Upshur, Smith, Van Zandt, Camp
Wood.
8. Lamar, D elta, Franklin, Hopkins,
Red River.

DMSION IV
Congressional Districts 9-10-11
9. Cooke, Grayson, Fannjn_
10. Rockwall, Collin, Hunt, Rains.
11. Dallas.

DIVISION V
Congressional Districts 12-13-14-15
12. Johnson, H ill, Ellis, Hood, Somerville.
13. l\'IcLennon, Falls, Limestone, Milam.
14. Bastrop, Lee, Burleson, Washington,
Brazos, Robertson.
15. Lafayette, Lavaca, Colorado, Austin,
Waller.

DIVISION VI
Congressional Districts 16-17
16. Harris.
17. Wharton, Fort Bend, Matagorda,
Brazoria, Galveston, Chambers.

DIVISION VII
Congressional Districts 18-19:20-21-22
18. Wil son, Atacosa, Karnes, D eWitt,
Victoria, Goliad, Live Oak, San Patricio, Bee, Refugio, Aransas, Calhoun, J ackson.
19. Blanco, Hayes, Cornell, Caldwell,
Guadalupe, Gonzales.
20. San Saba, Lampasses, Lano, Burnet,
Williamson, Travis.
21. Bell, Erath, Bosque, Hamilton,
Coryell.
22. Montague, Jack, Wise, D enton, Palo
Pinto, Parker.

DIVISION VIII
Congressional Districts 23-24-25-26
23. Hardeman, Ford, Knox, Wilbarger,
Baylor, "Wichita, Archer, Young,
Clay.
24. Scurry, Eastland, Callahan, Taylor,
Nolan, Mitchell, Throckmorton, Stephens, Fisher , Jones, Shackelford,
H askell.
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25. Comanche, Mills, Brown, Coleman,
McCullough, Mason, Menard, Concho, Runnells, Coke, Tom Greene,
Schleicher, Irion, Sterling, Gillespie,
Kimble.
26. Kerr, Kendall, Bexar, Bandero.
DIVISION IX
Congressional Districts 27 -28
27. Zavalla, Frio, McMullen, LaSalle,
Dimmitt, Webb, Duval, Jim Hogg,
Zapata, Jim Wells, Kenedy, Nueces,
Kleberg, Willacy, Brooks, Starr, Hidalgo, Cameron.
28. Tarrant.
DIVISIONX
Congressional Districts 29-30-31
29. El Paso, Hudspeth, Culbertson, Loving, Reeves, Winkler , Ward, Ector,
Midland, Glasscock, Reagan, Upton,
Crane, Crockett, Sutton, E dwards,
Real, Kinney, Val Verde, Terrell,
Brewster, Presidio, J eff Davis, Medina, P ecos, Uvalde, Maverick.
30. Bailey, Lamb, Hale, Floyd, Motley,
Cottle, Cochran, Hockley, Lubbock,
Crosby, Dickens, King, Yoakum,
Terry Lynn, Garza, Kent, Stonewall,
Gaines, Dawson, Borden, Andrews,
Martin, Howard.
31. Dallam, Sherman, Hansford, Ochiltree, Lipscomb, Hartley, . Moore,
Hutchinson, Roberts, Hemphill, Oldham, P otter , Carson, Gr ay, Wheeler,
Deaf Smith, Randall, Armstrong,
Donley, Collingsworth, P armer, qastro, Swisher, Briscoe, Hall, Childress.
The president appointed the following
committees:
Resolutions General, Thanks, Affairs,
Reports and Local P eople Entertainment:
Mrs. E. C. Criner, Beaumont;
Mrs. C. Jeter, Orange;
Mrs. E. A. Kinnard, Houston;
Miss V. V. Sheppard, Dallas;
Mrs. L.B. Kerr, Bastrop;
Miss 0. Jones, Galveston;
Miss Bessie Crosby, Hitchcock;
A. R. Foreman, Mexia;
P. S. Sims, Galveston;
W. J. Smith, Houston;
G. W. Reeves, Prairie View;
A. D. Sheffield, Victoria;
C. 0. Rogers, Corsicana;
A. R. Pichard, Brenham.
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Committee on Necrology:
W. L. Davis, Houston;
S. W. Houston, Huntsville;
A. R. Mills,
I. M. Hurdle, Dibold;
W. B. Campbell, Austin ;
H . B. Pemberton, Jr., Dallas;
J. A. B. Strain, Palestine.
Committee on Status of Vocation, State,
Church and Country:
J. J. Rhoads, Marshall;
B. R. Smith, Cr cckett;
R. L. Isaacs, Houston ;
T. J. Charlton, Beaumont;
H. T. Davis, Galveston;
A. W. Jackson, Houston ;
L. l\L Johnson, Ft. Worth ;
M. W. Dogan, Marshall ;
W . R. Banks, Prairie View;
A. S. J ackson, W aco.
Advisory Committee shall be composed
of past presidents.
L. G. McDonald, P arliamentarian.
FIFTH GENERAL SESSION
MT. ZION BAPTIS'l' CH RCH
7:54 P. M.
Prof. J. L. Clark, a member of the interracial committee, and G. B. Trimble spoke
at this session. 'l'heodore Stone and Mrs.
0. W. Phillips, sang.
The house was in total darkness for about
15 minutes and semi-darkness for almost
an hour when the lights went out. Candles
were placed on desks, tables, window
ledges, having been pressed in service after
the lights failed.
Mr. Clark was in the middle of his address which was wr itten, but had not begun ;eading it when the lights failed .. He
humorously said that may be the audience
knew he would attempt to read a paper
and as a matter of fact pulled the lights
on him. '' 'l'his is a dark subject, but I
shall try to throw ome light on it," he said,
continuing his address in darkness. The
speaker advocated the merging of Negro
colleO'es in order to form better and stronger ii~stitutions of learning for Texas and
the South.
SIXTH GENERAL SESSION
I. M. TERRELL HIGH SCHOOL

9:40
Dr. Ambrose Caliver, Department of
Education, Washington, D. C., made his
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second appear ance before the convention
in an address dealing particularly in
methods of teaching.
A motion by Joseph J . Rhoads, that a
branch of the Association for t he Study of
Negro Life and History be established in
Texas, and, that W. L. Davis be appointed
as representative was adopted.
An attempt to poll the house on the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment died
before gathering the proper power in the
final session of the convention.
The Executive Committee from the floor
of the association authorized the following :
That the salary of the assistant secretary
and departmental secretary be rQduced
from $15 to $10 each; that the salary of
the executive secr etary be r educed from
$250 to $150 ; that the salary of the secretary-treasurer be r educerl from $200 to
$100; that tlte as ocia tion discontinue the
custom of paying the railroad fares of the
Executive Committeemen to the annual
meetings. 'l'he membership of $1.75 was
retained.
A brief memorial se n 1ice was conducted
by W. L. Davis in hon or of those that have
fallen by the scythe of the Grim Reaper.
Rev. L. J. Montgomery, Pastor of St. Paul
Church of Houston, delivered the eulogy.
Here is a list of those who have passed:
,v. 11. Bla;;e11game, G. "\Y. Sa dler- R. C.
Fisher, H. K. Robinson, J. W. Sheffield,
Mrs. Libby Holland, 1\'Irs. Rosa Wilson
Roach, F. L. l\IcDavid, l\'Irs. J. Geraldine
l\'Iills, E. E. Harold, W . H . Hatcher, lVI. E.
Butler, I. lVI. Terrell, S. lVI. N. Marrs, Mrs.
Eula Winn Cunningham, Mrs. Lola 1\foVey,
S. S. Reid, A. J. Criner.
L. G. McDonald thanked the entertaining city fo r its gratitude, and after the
singing of '' Till We Meet Again,'' the
convention stood its final adjournment.
Immediately following the final adjournment the body met in a joint meeting with
the white teachers at the First Baptist
Church, Rev. J. Frank Norris, pastor.
Music was furnished by I. 1\11. Terrell High
School, Wiley College, the Harry T. Burleigh Club, and Mrs. 0. W. Phillips.
Speakers were J. D. Ryan, R. T. Tatum,
and W. R. Banks.
'l 'h e mcrnbersh ip roll \\. ill not be pn blisbec1 in the Texas Sta ncla rcl this year.
Pay your membership fee of $1.75.
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WHOM, HOW, AND FOR WHAT
SHALL WE EDUCATE?
By .Al.1:BROSE CALIVER, Senior Specialist in
the Education of Negroes, United States
Offic.e of E du cation, Department of
th e Interior.
An Address Delivered a t the Colored Teachers'
State Association of Texas, Fort
Vv orth, Texas.

" And God created man in his own image,
in the image of God created He him; male
and female created He them.''
On this, our national day of Thanksgjving the whole world might well afford to
pause and give thanks, not so much that
God cr eated man, but for the manner in
which he was created-in God's own image.
From our present knowledge of God, His
nature and characteristics, it follows that
man was created, not as a finished product,
but rather as a growing and adaptable creature. These are his God-like qualities,
and are potential in varying degrees in
every human being.
Upon the hypothesis that man's behavior
can be controlled by guiding his development and conditioning his experiences all
education is predicated. Nations and
races throughout the ages, have been attempting to learn how best to educate and
who should receive educational benefits.
This effort has produced a continual cycle
if viewed historically from the time of
primitive man to the present, or if its development is consider ed within any one
given race or nation, with first one aim,
method, or emphasis, and then another.
Among the many things fo r which we
should be thankful today none is mort jmportant than the development of public education in America. It was left to America to attempt to apply the principles
enunciated in the first chapter of Genesis.
Almost simultaneously with the beginning
of our civil and economic life and t he first
observance of a period of thanksgiving 300
years ago, the roots of education were
planted in the Latin schools of New England and at Harvard University.
Time will not permit of a recital of the
many vicissitudes encountered in the upward struggle of schools-these facts are
familiar to you-but suffice it to say that
even though the application has lagged far
behind, the principle of universal education
(schooling) of both sexes and of all races
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is rather generally accepted and our practice is more and more conforming to our
principles. In a republic common sense
and self-preservation dictate such a policy,
for it is upon an intelligent citizenry that
democracy feeds and depends for its perpetuity.
Who Shall Be Educated?
Does the doctrine that all men are created free and equal mean that all persons
are the same and should, therefore, have
identical experiences, educational and
otherwise 1 Does it assume that all individuals have the same characteristics and
capacities? Can this doctrine be reconciled with the principle of individual differences?
Every human institution and doctrine
finds its meaning, interpretation, and use
changing with the times and needs of the
people to whom it belongs. So it is with
those principles of government having to
do with our educational system.
We have gradually come to believe that
every individual should be given an equal
opportunity to develop into the highest
and best withitt the limits of his own powers and interests and according to his own
nature.
What then is the nature of man? Fortunately modern psychology and biology
throw some light on this question, which
if adequately answered should lead to a
solution of one of our major questionswho should be educated.
Briefly, psychologists tell us that the
physical basis of education is composed of
a system of neurones which operate through
and by our brain and spinal cord. The
chief characteristic of the neurological
mechanism found in every normal human
being is that it is plastic, and manifests
itself in three definite ways: First, these
neurones are impressionable ; second, they
are conducive; and third, they can retain
impressions. This is the kind of equipment
with which all of us seem to be born and
to that extent are equal. But this is not
the whole story. We are not only born
with this equipment but we are born with
it functioning in a given manner and with
certain limitations on the extent to which
it can function with facility. These are
what we are pleased to call instincts or inborn tendencies and which are the bases of
individual differences.
Because of the differences of innate or
inborn tendencies to react in certain ways
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to given stimuli we find some individuals
cpaable of doing certain things better than
others, while these same individuals may
be less capable in other fields of endeavor.
In other words, there are long and short,
quick and slow, efficient and inefficient
persons in intellectual matters just as there
are in the physical realm. All normal human beings have the full quota of intellectual faculties just as they have all the
anatomical organs, etc., but the difference
si found in the amow1t of each faculty
which they possess and the way they function.
Since, then, all men are fundamentally
the same, and since, as some scientists have
established, no significant changes have
taken place in the innate equipment of man
during the past 20,000 years, it follows
that there is no basis for the theory that
one class, or nation, or race is inferior to
another and hence is incapable of receiving the full benefits of society.
Let me illustrate what is meant here by
a quotation from Dr. Franz Boas, in his,
'' The Mind of Primitive Man'' :
An unbiased estimat e of the anthropological
evidence so far brought forward does not per mit us to countenance the belief in a racial inferiority which would misfit an individual of
the Negro race to t ake his part in modern civilization. We do not know o,f any dem and made
on the human body or mind in modern life that
anotomical or ethnological evidence would prove
to be beyond the powers of the Negro. The
traits f the American Negro," Dr. Boas continues, '' ar e a dequately explained on the basis
of his history and social status. The t earing
away from the African soil and the consequent
complete loss of the old sta111dards of life,
which were replaced by the dependency of slavery and by all it entailed, followed by a period
of disorganization and by a severe economic
struggle against h eavy odds, are sufficient to
explain the inferiority of the status o.f the race,
·without falling back upon the theory of hereditary inferiority.

Now, man is a complex organism who is
what he is because of sense organs, muscles,
nerves, neurones, chromosomes and endocrines, and many other structcres ; and his
behavior is the result of their action and
inter-action. So much for the nature of
man, the relation of which to education will
be treated later.
Nature of the World
What is the nature of the world in which
this man whom we have been discussing
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must live and function 1 It would be impossible within the limits of this address to
attempt an adequate answer to this question; even if I possessed the ability.
In order to lay a foundation, however,
for the further discussion let us inquire
briefly into the general outline of the factors and their operation making up our
modern world.
During the past hundred years our mode
of transportation has changed from the
stage coach, traveling 50 to 75 miles a day
to the airplane traveling 3 and 4 times
that distance in an hour. Our means of
communication have passed from the same
slow pace of the stage coach to the almost
instantaneous transmission of sound by the
telephone, telegraph, and radio. Our buildings have evolved from simple one and twostory frame structures to towering steel
and concrete sky-scrapers, housing as many
thousand beings as ordinarily populate an
average sized town. These are merely typical examples of the multiple changes which
have taken place in every realm of our
material world. Machines have become increasingly complicated and many are almost human in their operation.
All this development which has been kaleidoscopic in nature and almost lightninglike in speed has necessitated vast changes
in man's occupations. Ther e has not only
been a tremendous increase in the number
of occupations, r unning into many thousands, in our own country, but their nature has become infinitely more complex
and intricate, with scores and even hun dreds of sub-divisions. Specialization has
become the watchword; and while the number of vocational opportunities open to man
have multiplied, the period of preparation
for them is longer and more difficult, and
the demands for entrance into them are
more exacting.
From what has been said it is readily
inferred that this is not a static world. The
most insistent fact that continually presses
itself upon one is the factor of change. A
machine which today is considered to be
the last word in mechanical efficiency may
be obsolete tomorrow. A discovery today
may supplant a chemical product which it
has taken years of painstaking, laborous,
and e:iqiensive scientific experimentation to
perfect. The modern world is always looking for something new; in its material aspects, it is a pulsating, surging, adventurous, dynamic world.
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Ordinary living and participation in
such a world require the possession of
many facts and the mastery of many skills.
The Nature of Education
What is the function of education in
such a world ? Be.fore addressin;g ourselves to this question let us inquire into
th e nature of education. In the outset, I
believe without splitting hairs over the definitions, we should agree that education has
something very definite to do with man,
the nature of whom was discussed earlier,
and with the world, certain characteristic
featur es of which were just explained. It
follows, therefore, that man and the world
also, have very definite relations to each
other, and, hence, cannot be considered
apart from one another. Man without a
world would be an anomaly; and a world
wit hout man requires a wide stretch of
imagination, to say the least.
In the broad then, the major function of
education is to effect such a relationship
between man and the world as will result
in the greatest amount of happiness to
himself and benefit society. Such a relationship is predicated upon man's willingness and ability to change and make the
necessary adjustments in life. W e have
already shown that by nature all men, in
view of the plasticity of their neurological
system, have the ability to change. It devolves upon education then to initiate this
change, to guide its direction, and to encourage its maximum r ealization.
It appear s now that we are r eady to
answer the first part of the question comprising the subject of this address-who
should be educated?
From the preceding discussion I believe
it is perfectly obvious to all that since each
individual is amenable to change he is also
capable of improvement. It, therefore, follows that everyone, of all classes, nations
and races, should receive education, and as
much of it as his capabilities will allow.
This is particularly true i na democracy.
There is another part of this question
which probably is more important than
that to which we have just referred, namely, how long should one receive education?
Should adults be educated or should this
priceless gift of society be vouchsafed only
to children? Again we call your attention
to the characteristic features of the nature
of man. Is there anything about his learning equipment which dictates that his education should be limited to the short span
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of years between 6 and 20, and confined
within the narrow range of the four walls
of a classroom 1 I hear you answer no !
Emphatically, no! As long as we have new
experiences to which we must make adjustments and adaptations, just so long do
we need education to aid us in the process.
The school will not fully come into its
own, then, until it puts education in the
way of every individual, continually
throughout his life, and helps him to use
so much of it as will contribute to his present and future well-being.
How Shall We Educate
This brings us to tho second part of our
subject-how shall we educate? Our attempt to answer this question will be very
brief.
Before explaining how we shall educate
it will be necessary to come to closer grip~
with our subject and define more specifically what education is. For assistance in
answering this question we could do no
better than call to our aid some of the recognized authorities. I beg your indulgence
while I present a few of their definitions
of education:
Thorndyke says, '' Education is the production of useful changes in human beings.''
Betts avers that, "Education is the progressive reconstruction of experience, with
a growing consciousness of social values
and an increasing control over the processes of experience. ''
And, finally, Thorndike again-'' Education always refers to changes. No one
is educated who stays just as he was. We
do not educate anybody if we do nothing
that makes any differences or change in
anybody. The need of education arises
from that fact that what is is not what
ought to be. Because we wish ourselves
and others to beocme different from what
we and they now are, we try to educate
ourselves and them.''
Now these changes referr ed to in the
proceeding definitions can eventuate only
through and by educational experiences,
and it is the business of the school to provide those educational experiences. An educational experience is one which makes
such a change in our present behavior that
because of it our adjustment to subsequent experiences will be better. An educaiiuual experience involves changes of
four kinds, namely, changes in knowledge,
skills, appreciations, and attitudes, and the
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greatest of these are changes in appreciation and attitudes. But in our teaching
we have not given them first place. On
the contrary, they have been relegated to
a subordinate position while knowledge
and skill have bee nemphasized to the exclusion of almost every other factor.
Our overloaded curriculums indicate
that we have been trying to keep pace with
the growth and expansion of our material
world; and in our attempt to do so we
have become satiated and surfeited with
facts, knowledges, and skills. "\Ve have allowed results to obscure their causes, and
the glamour and glitter of material things
and even~ to blind us to the less obvious,
yet more important, issues and principles
of life.
This fact is admirably illustrated in the
exaggerated importance which has been attached to subjects of instruction.
Instead of using subject matter as a
means or agency for educating pupils, wt
have too frequently considered it as an
end. The need for the mastery of subject
matter is not to be ignored, but whenever
such mastery or lack of it retards genuine
educational growth, as frequently happens,
it becomes a hindrance rather than an aid.
Whitehead says :
'fhe fading of ideals is sad evidence o.f the
defeat of human endeavor. In the schools of
antiquity philosophers aspired to impart wisdom,
in modern colleges our humbler aim is to teach
subjects. The drop from the divine wisdom,
which was the goal of the ancients, to textbook knowledge of subjects, which is achieved
by the modems, marks a n educational failure,
sustained through the ages.

Many years ago some one expounded a
platitude which has been leading us astray,
namely, that "Knowledge is power." This
is not true; knowledge is not power, it is
the fuel by which we may generate power.
Knowledge in use is power, and education
should not only give us knowledge, but
teach us how and make us want to use it.
Time will not permit greater elaboration
here, but in closing this phase of our discourse I wish to suggest a few conclusions
growing out of the previous discussion:
1. Mere performance is not learning.
Much of our school activity is nothing more
than academic acrobatic stunts, and may
be compared to a circus pony going around
on a revolving table.
2. The importance of knowledge lies not
in its mere possession, but in its use-how
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it is handled, what part of it is called forth
for the consideration of significant issues,
and how it transforms our experiences.
33. Every child is a growing, pulsating
organism, endowed with many instinctive
tendencies which may be utilized in motivating and energizing his education, and
in habituating him to intelligent adjustment to new experiences.
4. The kind, extent, and quality of adult
education needed will be largely determined by the kind, extent and quality of education during childhood.
5. Teachers must give more attention to
the nature of the child and select more
rigidly and wisely those knowledges and
skills to be used as materials in providing
educational experiences.
Having treated the first two phases of
our subject, whom and how shall we educate, I wish now, in this concluding statement very briefly to suggest what seems
to me to be the purpose of education; in
answer to the last part of our subject, for
what shall we educate?
The following poem is indicative of the
state of mind of many high school and college graduates and well illustrates the need
of some sort of reorganization both in our
point of view and in our practice.
Ain't Education Grand?
'' In college days, I studied Greek and Latin
composition,
Three modern languages I speak which is some
acquisition,
In calculus I was a star, in history a whiz,
In economics I stood high, I led in every quiz,
At chemistry, psychology, zoology and art,
Philosophy and English, too, I worked with all
my heart.
Not any subject in the course did I omit to try.
'' I took my Bachelor degree; I earned an
M.A. tooAnd then I married Johnny Lee. Now this is
what I do;
At six A. M. pile out of bed, put on the coffee
pot,
Fry ham and eggs and toast the bread-he likes
it piping hot,
Watch John take out the little car, and pulling
wide the throttle,
Speed blithely down the street to work, then fix
the baby's bottle,
Wash up the dishes, feed the cat and scrub the
kitchen floor,
Make beds and dust and meanwhile talk to
agents at the door.
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'' I call the grocer, butcher too, who bring my
orders-maybe,
And while I wait for them to come, I have to
bathe the baby;
And after that there's lunch to get, take baby
to the park,
Some clothes to iron, pie to bake-by then it's
getting dark.
I fry some chops, I slice some bread and quickly
set the table;
When dinner's done I sneak to bed as soon as
I am able.
Then round my bed I seem to see my college
credits stand
Derisive ghosts that grin at me. A.in 't education grand 'l"
- Jean Gillespie.

For What Shall We Educate?
For what shall we educate 1 In order to
make my answer more explicit and also
more authoritative I shall again quote certain educational authorities. As I present
a few of these brief excerpts I hope you
will keep in mind the points we have tried
to stress throughout the address.
It is in this juxtaposition of an airplane technolo gy and an ox-cart society that is the outstanding threat to the further happiness-even
existence-of human society. . . . ..
We cannot go on forever with one foot in an
airplane and the other bound to an ox-cart. We
shall need sociological Edisons, or the scientific
Edison will topple in the dust and snuff out
human civilization beneath the scattered debris.
-E. E. Barnes.
While we are frank and daring in t echnology,
we are cowardly, evasive, and unreliable in our
thought and conduct.
-E. E. Barnes.
Education has made some progress in theory
and assnmes to prepare people to live today.
Actually, it is still chiefly a mechanical and
priniitive machine, carrying a heavy freight of
antique myth and superstition, and crushing
zest and ambition . . . . . .
-E. E. Barnes.
The outstanding weakness of our entire educational program, kindergarten through college,
has been that we have tended to k eep it upon
the drill, habit-formation, memorization, authority-accepting basis, leaving little or no room
for meditation, problem solving, evaluation o;f
standards, or creative thinking. It has been
an ideal progra m for the development of a bossridde,n, slogan-controlled, and gang-dominated
type of citizen, nther than that of an independent, open-minded, truth-seeking citizen.
-W. M. Proctor.
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What the colleges should at least try to give
us is a general sense of what, under various disguises, superiority has always signified and may
still signify. The feeling for a good human
job anywhere, the admiration of the really admirable, the disesteem of what is cheap and
trashy and impermanent-this is what we call
the critical sense, the sense for ideal values.
It is the better part of what we know as wisdom . . . . . .
-Wm. James.
So long as conformity to thp mores is tb.e
prime demand very little teaching, and that
quite uninspired, is needed. Fourth-rate men
are good enough to pass on superstition, tradition, and colorless orthodoxy. But let education
become dynamic, let it thrill with vision of becoming the chariot horses and the chariot in
which society shall urge itself .forward to a better day, and men and women of the first rank
will arise and consecrate th emselves to making
the vision full r eaHt y. Without that vision edu·
cational measurements, movements to increase
school efficiency, reforms of curricula, child
study, and all the r est of them are but the
clattering of machinery grinding chaff; with it,
they become the tools for generating the selfcriticism and creative energies essential to the
process of producing an environment in which
social man can flourish and rise higher and
higher above man the clod.
-Tod.
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ing the organization and development of
the Commission on Interracial Co-operation; second, it gives something of the work
of the Conference on Education and Race
Relations, an outgrowth of the Commission,
and third, it deals briefly with some of
the educational problems of the Negroes of
Texas. In the third division some constructive criticisms are offered. These
suggestions are advanced in the kindliest
spirit, and in the hope that thought and
aGtion may be stimulated to the end that
the Negro boys and girls of Texas may
have the best in educational opportunities.
Historical Statement
The Commission on Interracial Co-operation is a Southern movement which had
its origin in conditions prevailing in the
South during the demobilization period following the World War. The feeling of
suspicion and distrust which permeated all
classes upon the return of our soldiers
from the scene of the conflict was especially keen among the Negroes of the United
States who felt that their participation in
the struggle '' to make the world safe for
democracy' ' had brought to their race few
of the benefits for which they had risked
their lives and for which many had made
the supreme sacrifice.
In an effort to dispel suspicion and reFinally, lest we forget, may I say again
that education must be divested of its ex- place it with mutual understanding The
cess cargo and become a releasing, dyna- Commission on Interracial Co-operation
mic process, imbued with a spirit that will was organized in 1819 by a group of southkeep romance alive, that will enable art, ern white and Negro men, with headquarreligion and work to add zest to life, that ters in Atlanta, Georgia. Soon Interracial
will make us scientific in order that we committees were created throughout Southmay the better and quicker subdue the ern cities, towns, and villages. The moveearth and thus release our minds and our ment has been called '' An Adventure in
spirits for the larger task of making of Good will." Its accomplishments have justhis earth truly a place of beauty and hap- tified the appellation. It does not claim
piness for the greatest possible number. In credit for all of the achievements that have
such a world knowledge and skills will be taken place in the field of race relations
our slaves rather than our masters, and the during the past ten or twelve years, but it
material world will be our footstool rather does insist that it has made distinct contributions through its efforts to increase
than a God.
To this ideal on this Thanksgiving morn- educational facilities for Negroes; by asing I commend the teachers of Texas and sisting to secure for them a greater degree
of legal justice; in its efforts to secure
of the world.
more favorable publicity for Negroes; in
THE PROGRESS OF EDUCATION AND its effort to decrease the recurrence of mob
violence; in its insistence that emphasis be
RACE RELATIONS
placed upon the necessity of open-and-fairBy PROF. J . L. CLARK,
minded attitudes in the solution of probDepartment of Socia l Sciences, Sam Houston
lems which are common to both races and
State College, Hunts ville, Texas
which require racial co-operation in their
This paper consists of three divisions: solution.
first, a brief historical statement concernThe Commission on Interracial Co-oper-
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ation was introduced into Texas in the
spring and summer of 1920. On a call
issued March 27, 1920, by President R. E.
Vinson, of the University of Texas, in conjunction with Mr. L. A. Coulter at that
time State Y. M. C. A. Secretary of Texas,
a group of some 20 white and Negro men
met for conference in the office of President Vinson on March 31. Upon explanation of the purposes of the movement by
Mr. R. H. King of Atlanta, and after a
full day 's deliberations, the Commission
was initiated for Texas. In the summer of
1920 fout men were placed in the field for
the purpose of setting up local Interracial
Committees. They were:
Dr. H. L. Gray, of Southwestern University.
Professor S. W. Houston, of the Walker
County Industrial and Training School.
Dr. M. W. Dogan, of Wiley University.
Professor J. L. Clark, of Sam Houston
State Teachers' College.
Dr. W. F. Andrews, Methodist Minister,
assisted during the summer months of 1920
in certain localities.
Later, and when the Commission's plans
had been enlarged to include white and
Negro women, a full time Director was
placed in charge of the work in Texas in
the person of :Mrs. J essie Daniel Ames.
Mrs. Ames gave several years to the Commission in Texas before she was made Director of the Women 's Division of the Commission in the Southern States. She is now
organizing the White Women of the South
in an anti-lynching crusade. Mrs. Ames
was succeeded by Professor R. 1VL Woods,
who was granted two years' leave from his
position as Professor of Sociology, Sam
Houston State Teachers' College, Mr.
W oods is now Chairman of the Texas Commission on Interracial Co-operation. Among
other prominent men and women of Texas
who, either in advisory or other official
capacity, have given their support to the
movement are :
Mr. L. A. Coulter, Executive Secretary;
Dr. J. C. Hardy, Past President ; Dr. W. P.
Meroney, Past President; l\fr. A. S. Cleveland, Past President; Mr. R. M. K elly,
Past President; Mr. G. B. Dealey, of Dallas News; Mr. R. L. Smith, Judge Erskine
Williams, Judge Alex Spence, Dr. F. Rivers Barnwell, President W. R. Banks, Professor J. D. Ryan, Dr. Willis J. King, Professor H. B. Pemberton, President H. Y.
Benedict, Bishop W. T. Capers, Rabbi
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Henry Cohen, Dr. W. T. Evans, Dr. B. R.
Smith, Mrs. J. L. Brock, Mrs. B. A. Hodges
Mrs. John Hanna, Mrs. D. F. Bobo, Mrs.
B. J. Covington, Mrs. A. B. Dement, Mrs.
A. E. S. Johnson, Mrs. D. M. Mason, Mrs.
R. A. Ransome, Mrs. W. W. West, Mrs.
M. E. V. Hunter.
The work has continnued. The spirit of
the movement has radiated through the
state. Interracial Committees have been
set up in practically every county having
considerable Negro population. Church organizations, civic, and service groups, women 's f ederated clubs, chambers of commerce, all have included the problems of
race relations in their programs. Colleges
began to offer formal courses in the subject, the College Young Men's Christian
Associations and Young Women's Christi&n Associations incorporated, the subject
in their plans and their conferences. Books
and articles were written by faculty members, master's thesis and doctor's dissertations were produced.*
* '' Southern Colleges and the Race Problem,''
a study conducted under the auspices of the
National Educational Association, Dr. N. C.
Nmvbold, Chairman o,f the Committee. A sum·
mary printed in the Report of the Conference
on Dual Educa,tion in the South, page 14 (1931)
703 Standard Building, Atlanta, Ga., gives data
as follows :
Total Race Relations courses, specific and
correlated offered in Southern Colleges...... 142
Colleges giving these courses ............................ 106
Colleges reporting other race relations
activities ............................................................. 38
Books on race published by fa culty members .. 25
Other books r eady for publication.................... 24
Articles by faculty members .............................. 47
Doctor's Thesis ...................................................... 14
Master's Thesis .................................................... 44

'rhese courses and these productions have
sprung from the white and Negro educational institutions of the South whose instructors have faith in the efficacy of education to create desirable racial attitudes.
In Conferences of Christian Associations,
where fraternal student delegates meet in
a spirit of mutual helpfulness and understanding, wonderful transformations are
wrought, traditional burdens or race superiority are dropped, the scales of prejudice are removed from blinded eyes, confidence and frankness take the place of fear
and suspicion. Student delegates to Hollister, Blue Ridge and other gatherings re-
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turn to their college campuses and become
apostles of goodwill, justice, and of the
understanding heart. The presence of this
new type of student on Texas campuses
was exemplified in the persons of Miss
Sara Bess Davis of Sam Houston State
Teachers College, and Mr. Paul Downs of
Samuel Huston College in their addresses
before the annual meeting of the Texas
Commission on Interracial Co-operation in
Dallas, November 4 and 5, last.
The Conference on Education and
Race Relations
Probably the most significant by-product of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation is the Conference on Education
and Race Relations. This Conference is
composed of representatives of southern
white colleges and universities. It has had
two meetings of three day sessions each,
held by invitation and because of its central location, at George Peabody College,
Nashville, Tenn., in July 1931 and July
1932. More than sixty institutions were
represented. The sponsoring Committee
of the Conference consists of the following
prominent southern educators: :
President Bruce R. Payne, George Peabody College, Nashville.
President Frank Graham, University of
North Carolina.
Superintendent Willis A. Sutton, Atlanta, Georgia, past president National Education Association.
President R. E. Blackwell, RandolphMacon College for Men.
President R. H. Wright, Eastern Carolina Teachers College.
James H. Hope, State Superintendent
of Schools, South Carolina.
President R. E. Southerland, Missississippi State College for Women.
President H. L. McAllister, Arkansas
State Teachers College.
Miss Margaret M. Edwards, Alabama
State College for Women.
Dr. S. A. Kruse, Southeast Missouri
State Teachers College.
Dean Fred C. Frey, Louisiana State University.
Dr. J. T. Doris, Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College.
Dr. Edwin L. Clarke, Rollins College.
The purpose of the Conference is to
bring southern white educators face to face
with the problems of race relations as those
problems are found in the South, and to
give institutions an opportunity to make
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constructive contributions to the solution
of this question. A seriousness was manifested in all of the deliberations of the
Conference which showed that those who
were present realized the importance of the
problem.**
*l O My King Mehus, '' Southern Educators
and Race Relations,'' in The Front Rank, September 4, 1932, page 9.

In addition to frank discussions, the
Conference set for itself the task of producing suitable materials on race r elations
for use in white and Negro public schools
and institutions of higher learning. Some
of the tangible results thus far are : A
course in School Administration, offered to
graduate students in Peabody College, as
'' Problems in Dual Education,'' This
course includes a study of Negro Education
within the last decade; a consideration of
the South's Negro Teaching Force; School
Buildings; Problems of secondary schools
for Negroes in their relations to higher educational institutions; privately supported
higher institutions for Negroes; Negroes in
the economic structure.•••
*** Dennis: H. Cook and Ullin N. Leavell, Directors of a course in Problems m Dual Educa,..
tion, Lectures and Discussions in School Administrations. George Peabody College, Nashville.

Other distinct contributions (in the making) are a Source Book on the Negro for
use in Colleges and Universities, elementary
text-books, and other materials. Those collaborating on this Source Book are working under the direction of Dr. Charles
Johnson of Fisk University and Mr. Fred
McCuistion of the Rosenwald Foundation.
This work will be available as early as
consistent with the gravity of the undertaking.
An illustration of another type of work
being done in Southern white colleges was
shown in a report by Dr. E. J. Trueblood
of Furman College, Greenville, South Carolina, where he teaches a course in Race Relations. Before beginning the course Dr.
Trueblood gave his students an objective
test in their attitude toward Negroes. The
same test was given at the end of the
course with the understanding that the
answers given would have no effect upon
the grade received. He found that after a
term's study the students had changed
many of their preconceived notions about
Negroes. The answers of some were in
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substance as follows: the Negro is a human being worthy to be treated as such;
Negroes have ability, intelligence and
rights that should be respected ; they are
American citizens, and as such should not
be deprived of the vote; they are entitled
to justice under the laws; better racial attitudes can be brought about through intelligent co-operative bi-racial development
along all lines. While all students did not
change their attitudes to the same extent,
a majority of them were open-minded
enough to permit the facts to influence
their attitudes. Dr. Trueblood 's conclusion was that the course is teachable and
well worth while, which is the same as that
r eached by other instructors who have given the course. At Sam H ouston State
Teachers College, where nearly 1,000 students have pursued the course unnder Professor R. M. Woods, only one has indicated
that there has been no special change of attitude. Many have experienced notable
changes.
To the Conference was submitted also a
report of the sub-committee of the National Education Association appointed to
study (1) the possibilities involved in a
motion pictnre on " The History of the
Negr o in America"; (2) the inclusion in
texts of American history notable facts
about Negroes who have played a part in
the nation's history. The committee r eported in part, that they had gotten in
touch with one of the leading producers
and di tribntors who offered valuable ugi; st ion and eemed willing to undertake
the makin(Y of a picture in five or si.'< r eel ,
which would be o planned as to appeal to
tho thentr goer of Amer.i a. As the sue, of a pictur ou thi normous scale depend .. mninl~- upon th nam of th tar or
~hns. a_ w 11 a th title. th Committee i
now g-h-inu- carefnl con ideration t this
I art of th pro"'ram.
r. ·w. E . DuBois,
and )[is ::'l[ary Beattie Brad~- haY gi,en
much thong-ht to thi subj t . and each exp1· _, , a willi11(Yne · t co-operat with the
onID1itt . a do variou other indiYidual- and O"roups.
o-operation i forthcmuin!.! also in effort to haYe American
hi torian' include in all textbook for the
elementary the high school and the college, such notable achievement by Negroes
as are worthy to go into hi tory.
'Ihe onference on Education and Race
Relation will meet again next year, at
which t ime it is expected the work of con-
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tinning committees will have been completed. It will then set for itself other
tasks. To indicate the possible line of attack in the future I quote from the Conference Findings Committee of 1932:
1. The organization of material and outlining of courses on "The Negro" and on
'' Race Relations' ' is important. This work
should be completed and made available
for the Departments of History and Sociology in all of our Southern colleges and
universities.
2. The teaching of a class in '' Race Relations'' once each year is excellent, but
it is not sufficient. Units of teaching,
based on this problem, should be outlined
in all subjects where possible. Suggestions
and outlines of extra-curricula work that
may be carried on in connection with this
problem should be made. Suggestions and
lesson plans for elementary and high school
classes should be made. All these should
be so carefully made as neither to overemphasize nor minimize the relation of the
Negro to our social, religious, political, and
economic life. All such outlines and plans
should be made available for all the schools,
colleges, and universities of the South.
3. These outlines will be of value in proportion to the amount of use made of them.
It is not sufficient that just a few colleges
should use them. Some means should be
devised to inter est all of the colleges and
universities in the placing of such courses
in their curricula and the organizing of
units of teaching in other subjects where
possible.
It i su gge ted as one means, that the
tate nperintendent of Education in each
state be asked to call a meeting of the
Pre~ident and r epre entative faculty members of each in titution. both privately endow d and tax supported sometime after
the penin"' of oho l this fall and have
clearly and conci ely- placed before them
th w rk w are ugge tin"'· that the superYi' r of olored chools in the tate be
charn-ed with the re ponsibility of seeing
that the progr am is arran"'ed in accordan e with the e or ome such similar sugge tions.
4. It is recommended that this Conference be continued, but that an effort be
made to interest more college administrators in the meeting next year ; that there
be presented and distributed as much of
the proceedings of this meeting of the con-
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ference as the Executive Committee deems
advisable.
The setting of these objectives indicates
the earnestness of the conference. The Conference approved the outline of a textbook
in Race Relations submitted by Dr. Edwin
Clarke. In addition, a committee of five
was created with instructions to prepare a
bibliography of twenty-five of the best
books to be suggested to the colleges as a
minimum library equipment in the schools.
Negro Education in Texas and Its Relation to the Commission
Today colored children are in school in
practically equal proportions to the rest of
the population. While educational facilities for the Negroes are still inadequate,
no aspect of education has advanced more
rapidly during the past fifteen years than
public schools for Negroes in the South.
During the past seventeen years more than
5,000 public schools have been built as an
integral part of the public school system
by the Rosenwald Foundation alone.
According to the federal census of 1930,
the Negroes constitute 14.7% of the population of Texas, with an illiteracy percentage of 13.4%, the lowest illiteracy percentage of all Southern states. The public
school census shows 16.9% Negroes with
an enrollment of 15.6% and an actual attendance of 14.6%. In educational facilities, salaries, etc., the figures are not so
favorable and clearly indicate a barrier to
Negro educational progress yet to be removed. While the public school population is 16.9 % Negro, only five tenths of one
per cent of all moneys expended for school
transportation in 1929-30 was for Negro
children as against 95.5% for white children. Only 5.5 % represents the value of
Negro school buildings and grounds as
against 94.5 % for buildings and grounds
of white schools.•**•
****Elizabeth Mc:Mahan Head, Future Citizen
of the South. a pamphlet for distribution by the
Women's Department of the Commission on Interracial Co-operation, 703 Standard Building,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Texas boa ts of having the largest num·ber of classified Negro high schools of any
state of the South. Of the 65! teachers in
these high schools in 1932, 27.4% were
graduates of a two-year college, and 51.8 %
were graduates of a four-year college or
university. Of the 292 high school prin-
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ciples 36.3% were graduates o fa four-year
college or university.
The average high school teacher's salary
r~nges from $674.00 in a three-year rural
high sch~ol to $784.00 in a four-year high
school, with the lowest standing at $400.00
and t~e ~ighe~t at $2,550.00. The average
of prmcipals salaries in the same type
sc~ools ranges from $1,061.00 to $1,318.00,
with the lowest at $510.00 and the highest
at $3,400.00......
***** D. B. Taylor, '' Some Facts Regarding
Negro Education in Texas" in Proceedings, Second Annual Conference on Education for Negroes, 9-19. March 20, 1931, Prairie View Norman School and Industrial College.

Let us see whether co-rnpensation reflects
degree cf preparation.
Teacher Training
Enrollment of Negro stude11ts in Normal
~chools and Colleges throughout the South
mcreased 500 % between 1916 and 1927.
According the The Crisis there were 19 000
Negroes enrolled in the colleoes and ~niversiti.es or the United States irr 1930. Of
1his number 1,707 received the Bachelor
Degre~, 289 received Professional De!!rees
and 76, the Master's or the Doctor,; De~
gree.«*****
****** Fred McCuistion, The South's Negro
Teaching Force, 6. Cotton States Building,
Nashville, Tenn.

The same authority states that only
'' Three states have provided standard colleges for the specific purpose of training
teachers, though the work in all the states
has been Jevelopecl in institutions operated
by indivi,iua.ls, communities, counties, private and denominational organizations,
and state land grant colleges. This has
been done, l\'Ir. ~foCuistion continues, "in
ia,uch a haphazard manner that no state can
yet claim an efficient, well-rounded program for the training of its Kegro teachers.
The physical plant , organizations, faculties, curricula, and purpo es of these various types of schools are not parts of a unified state program for training teachers.
This condition has rl;\Sulted in a great
amount of overlapping in purpose. considerabble wasted effor t and expenditures. ''
It has produced teachers in numbers and
type of training which are rarely in keeping wit h the needs of the state.
In Texas, according to fi!:mres from the
State Department of Education, teacher
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t raining i done at two public in titutions
wi h an im·e. t m nt of ·1,267,110 and at
el ,·en pri ·ate in titution "ith a total in'" tmen of .;2,-192.617. In 1932 there were
in Texa 2.973 t u lent enrolled in teacher
training in the tate and private schools.
Tb re were 2 0 ..,rad uates from those institution that , ear. The number of teachers
need cl aimu~lly in Texas is 600. Fifty of
the 2 0 graduate were from a two-year
college. That means 370 of the needed 600
haYe les t han a two-year college course. In
other wor d , of the 4 722 certified egro
teacher. f Texa in 1929-30, 7-!8 had less
than a high school level of training, 1,467
bad le t han two-year college training,
1 535 bad the equivalent of a two-year college trainin"', while only 972 held the B. S.
degree or its equivalent.******"
******* The number of new t each ers needed
in fi,fteen southern states each year is 6,310.
27,561 (5 %) of th e prese nt t ea ching force in
those st ates have less than two years of college
trai ning. Of the remainfo g number, 18,130
(38.7 % ) have no professional training beyond
th e high school, and only 12% are college grad·
uates. The 27,561 under-trained t ea chers now
in service constitute a problem equally as pressing as th e training of the 6,310 new teachers
needed ea ch year throughout the south.

The need of further training of the 3,750
poorly trained teachers of Texas is as pressing a problem as the meeting of the demand for the 600 new teacher s each year.
It has been estimated that in order to produce the 6,310 new teacher s needed each
year there would be an annual expenditure
of $4,699,820 to meet a minimum standard
of two year s college work with a total investment in plant and equipment of $28,363, 780. This is too gr eat an outlay for
any Southern institution now attempting
to tr ain teachers.
Preparation of Instructors in Negro
Colleges
It has been determined that instructors in
89 southern Negr o schools received their
t r aining in 54 widely separated institutions. Of 1,119 such instructors, 129 were
trained at Chicago University, 118 at Columbia Univer sity, 72 at Harvard University, 36 at Iowa State Univer sity, 34 at
Ohio State niver sity, 29 at Pennsylvania
University, 29 at Oberlin College, 29 at
Northwestern University, 25 at Boston University, 25 at Michigan State University,
22 at Coruell University. Other white in-
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stitutions represented are Kansas University, Yale University, Wisconsin State University, University of Illinois, University
of California, University of Indiana, Pittsburg University, and many others. The
striking fact is that seven leading Negro
Colleges of the South, excluding Howard
Univer ity, furnished for the training of
Southern Negro youth in these 89 Southern Universities, only 91 of the 1,119 instructors. Neither white nor Negro teachers of the South find courses in Northern
Universities wholly suited to give them the
best equipment for their needs.
The· facts and statistics herein given
bring us to certain conclusions: First,
there are too many weak colleges attempting to train Negro teachers for the public
schools of the South; second, Southern Negro colleges provide inadequate facilities
for senior and graduate work for Negro
t eachers and those following other professional lines. According to Mr. l\foCuistion, '' there is an annual demand for approximately 1,000 men and women who
have received advanced training in'' the
various fields of instructional work. Many
of these instructors are forced to go to
northern institutions for training, where
in many cases it is difficult, if not impossible, for them to pursue the problems
which will be of practical value to them
when thev r eturn to their duties in the
South. •
The writer of this paper concurs in the
opinion that this need should be met by
the developmen t of a well-organized graduate school cent rally located in the South.
Graduate work should be carried on in the
fields of social science, economics, agriculture, home economics, t rades, industries,
language, r eligion, education and passibly
other subjects. In education such an institution should become t he sour ce of supply fo r college and high school instructors,
supervisors, and administrators, and should
take its place as the head of the teacher
tr aining system of the South, '' and as such
should ser ve as a clearing house for major
problems in ed ucation. " The development
of such an institution would preclude the
necessity of Texas colleges, which are now
struggling for exist ence, ever having to
make added effort in the direction of graduate expansion. In the language of the
study quoted:
'' A college or university undertaking
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graduate instruction to meet these needs
should provide :
1. A faculty of superior ability, training, and accomplishment, some of whom
should be thoroughly familiar with southern problems.
2. Ample facilities, including classrooms
library, etc.
3. Adequate budget for maintenance and
operation.
4. Limited enroliment to selected students of standard college graduation and
high records of scholarship and achievement.
5. Contact with colleges, state departments, and other agencies as a means of
selectingg students and of determining
what educational problems should be given
consideration." It is pertinent to add also
that "the type of graduate work offered
could be made much strongei', and the cost
materially decreased, if Fisk, Howard, Atlanta, and other universities could agree
upon a division of the departments and
courses to be offered by each.
Other Pressing Texas Problems
Much of educational progress is being
accomplished through consolidation of public schools in our state. By force of circumstances consolidation is being practiced
also by both junior and senior white colleges. In l\'lethodist educational circles it
is a pressing problem. In recent months
Blinn Memorial College, a Northern Methodist institution of Brenham, Texas, has
been placed under the presidency of President King Vivian of Southwestern University at Georgetown, each institution retaining its respective dean in control of internal affairs. The or ganic relationship of
Southern Methodist University to Southwestern University and other colleges of
the Methodist system is receiving constant
attention of the various Methodist Conferences and of Commissions which have been
appointed. October 29, last, a resolution
was introduced in the West Texas Confer ence, meeting at San Antonio, providing
for a commission of two ministers and two
laymen from each of the five Methodist
U~nferences of Texas, the purpose of such
commission to be to survey denominational
schools of the state with a view to working
out the proposed unified program and
methods of financing it. This Commission has been appointed and is now at
work.
Witness also the action taken in recent
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years by the Presbyterian Church of the ·
State in its efforts to consolidate Austin
College of Sherman, Daniel Baker College
of Brownwood, and Milford College of Milford. These efforts partially £ailed, apparently because of legal restrictions upon
the Daniel Baker Endowment Fund. The
result was a closing of the Milford College,
and a closer co-operation between Austin
College and Kid-Ke;r, a Methodist institution, both of Sherman.
The same movement is on among the educational statesmen of the great Baptist
School system of Texas. The Church of
the Disciples is gradually abandoning their
weaker institutions and concentrating their
efforts to main_tain at least one first class
university.
The state of 'l'exas itself, in its educational efforts, has taken cognizance of the
overlapping and the duplication of work
of its various institutions. Through the recently created nine-man Board of Education plans for reorganizing the state school
system are well under way, with the purpose of creating out of a large number of
more or less independent, illogically located units with miscellaneous offerings, a
well correlated system of education. These
are a few examples cited to indicate the
definite trends toward educational reorganization. The work of a legislative committee on efficiency and eliminating duplication of state government is also a case in
point.
The Negro colleges of 'l'exas are not located strategically with reference to either
Negro population or high school output.
There is not a Negro college in the immediate neighborhood of Dallas and Fort
Worth where approximately 1,000 high
school graduates are produced each year.
Likewise in the metropolis of Houston
there i · only a municipal junior college to
meet the educational demands of the ambitious Negro youth of Southeast 'l'exas,
while there are two colleges in Austin, and
one at Seguin, on the outer edge of population, the demand for ,,hich could easily
be met by either tha State College at Prairie View or the Denominational institution
at Waco. In the city of Marshall, are
Wiley and Bishop College, which sprang
from the missionary impulse of r econstruction days. These two institutions are still
maintained in their origginl location in the
same city ,rithout regard to the shift in
Kegro popnlation. 'l'lte wholesome move-
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ment toward co-operation initiated by ville, Fisk and Meharry are now on the
Wiley and Bishop in the exchange of pro- same campus. In New Orleans Straight
fessors should be extended and continued College and New Orleans University will
until there is complete emerging of the two cease to exist when Dallard University beinstitutions. Likewise, with a view to fur- gins to operate. In Little Rock, Ark., there
ther developments and the greatest good at is now oni.y one where four formerly exthe least expense, Seguin College, Tillotson isted. Unfortunately, as yet, in the South,
College, Samuel , Huston and Paul Qu.inn education has not aroused philanthropic
College should be assembled on one campus generosity. In good times our colleges fare
at Austin, Waco, or some more logical lo- but poorly. In hard times, such as we are
cation to be determined by a careful sur- now experiencing, they die a painful death
vey. Such a course of development would or at best preserve a precarious existence,
enable them to fulfill to the greatest degree staring like haunted houses before the amtheir missiQn to the Neggro youth of Cen- : bitious boys and girls of Texas, offering
· only forlone hopes. For the Negro coltral and southwest Texas.
The three strugggling junior colleges, leges of Texas to fulfill their destiny in
one at Tyler under the auspices of the the onward and upward surge of coming
Southern Methodist Church, and one at generations statesmanlike educational polHawkins, under a Board of the Disciples, icies shall have to be adopted.
and one at Crockett, conducted by the
So far as this writer can speak for the
Presbyterians, would find a greater future Commission on Interracial Co-operation,
and a nobler service with their efforts he believes that organization does not recombined to meet the needs of the high gard these educational problems as lying
school graduates of Fort Worth, Dallas, distinctly within its fi eld. On the other
and other cities, as well as the rural dis- hand, it vjews them as resting peculiarly
tricts of North Texas.
with Negro educational and religious leadFor such ·a course of consolidation and ership. In this crisis, however, as in every
co-operation as is here suggested there is movement of the past in which it has parample precedent among the leading Negro ticipated fo!" t he adjustment of racial probeducators of the South. Whereas there were lems, the Commission stands ready to be of
six Negro colleges in Atlanta, Ga., four are service. For Negro as well as for white
now located on one campus and the others Colleges of Texas the watchword in this
are in close affiliation. Religious pride . period o £stress should be '' Co-operate or
and intolerance should not deter. In Nash- :Perish.''

PARTIAL ROLL OF SECTIONAL CHAIRMEN

i... . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . .

Primary Section .................
1\1:rs. Mabel Wesley, Houston
Elementary Principals..................................:.........................R. L. I saacs, H ouston
Rural Elementary Section..............-.....Mrs. Lorr aine Crosby, Hitchcock
J ean es' 'l'eachers' Section...... ••········•·t··············:Mrs. Lula J. Lee, Richmond
Home E conomics................................................:........l\frs. Nellie Dillon, H ouston
Rom ance Languages ........................•············:·,·······:·-,-'· ··:···G. 0. Sanders, H ouston
Mathema tics ........................................................................H. R. J ohnson, For t Worth
Vocational Sectiou ................................. _ _ _ _R. M. Catchings, Houston
History Section ......................................................Mrs. E. C. B. LeQuey, Bastrop
H ealtli" Section.................... •................................. F. Rivers Barnwell, F ort Wor th
Press ·section..................................................................N. B. Edward, Prairie View
'' Hi-Y'.' Section .................................................................. S. H . Fowler , J.,.,or t Worth
English Section ..........................................Mrs. Ellouise L. Briggs, Beaumont
Music Section ................................................Mrs. E. Champ-Gordon, Beaumont
Other selections will be made and announced in the next issue
of The 'l'exas Standard.
Remember your enrollment fee of $1.75 for annual membership in the Colored Teachers' State Association of Texas.

